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The increasing dissemination of sensors in a wide variety of scenarios has lead to an explosive growth of data and that trend is only going to continue. To take advantage of this data proliferation, we have developed a standardization of data interoperability (D.I.) and using that model we have created a dashboard for real-time data analysis: MONITIO.

1. INTRODUCTION
Real-time data feedback is growingly indespens-able for information and communication based intercessions in the developing world. The processes for summarization and analysis of datasets are increasingly needed in data-centers, the sales and marketing department inventories [2], patient databases in hospitals [1] etc. These datasets update over time and that time-period can be as small as every millisecond and can go up-to a day or a week depending on monitor-ing needs. MONITIO sits between data collect-tion and reporting [3]. Its user interface (UI) is written in Ruby with rails framework and data visualization is done by React-redux. D3.js (Javascript library) powerful visualization com-ponents are used to bring data to life by creat-ing SVG graphs and charts for smooth transi-tion and interaction. Since we have used MVC pattern, the code will be easily extendable for encouragement of community use and progres-sive development.

2. RELATED WORK
Model-Driven methodologies [6][7] are a grow-ing trend for development of system software of large scale due to code regeneration (or re-use) and high level abstraction. Their wide application in related areas include software reuse [8], easier reverse engineering [9], and UI design. The adoption of model-driven design [3] have several bene ts including bringing down the software development time, escalate code maintenance, and ameliorate code quality.

The categorization of existing solutions for analysis can be done as custom, hosted and o ine tools [4]. The Custom tools are con-siderably expensive and are outside the range of most organisations since they are built by third party or in-house. Moreover, new task adaption is toilsome for them and result in double e orts. There are functional limitations of Hosted tools which makes them inapposite for our needs. O ine tools, though possessing exibility, create barriers to entry because they require programmatic wrappers that allow truely dynamic experience and work ows. In summary, these tools are challenging to maintain and adapt, not exible and do not allow a centralized data storage, respectively.

Several companies are providing relevant solutions as the concept of dashboards is gaining a lot of interest and attention, such as Business Objects, Hyperion and IBM. Nevertheless, these approaches and solutions do not coalesce e ciently with the monitoring analysis and performance models, and also require e orts to develop and maintain. Hence, in contrast to these approaches we propose a model-driven method for dashboard design.

This high level model integrate coherently with the performance models which in succession enables an end-to-end design process [5]. An-other example of most commonly used tool for visualizing time series data for application analytics and infrastructure is Grafana [10] which is an open source metric analytics and visualization suite.

To accomplish the requirements of our and many other research tasks, we built an easy to use dashboard that provides the ideal combination of aggregations and updates.

3. ARCHITECTURE
This section brie y discusses the architecture of the application which is an amalgamation of the collector (our database) and the dashboard (our user-interface).
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3.1. Standardization

The rudimentary concept of the design is to make the input feed for dashboard mainstream: data from miscellaneous sources can be brought together for monitoring and analysis purpose using JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) web requests. The overview of our standardized format can be seen in Fig. 1. It includes a UI as dashboard which is a combination of nested structures. A structure can consist of another structure or an item. An item is the most profound unit of the format as shown in Fig. 2 and it can consist of a data from sensor, SVG graphics or timeline data.

3.2. Collector

The Collector uses Ruby SNMP library to request and collect data from sensors. Data is collected from multiple sources, and converted into our standardized JSON format for output which can be read by any source. The versatile nature of rails is used in both backend (as collector in our case) and as user-interface. The former is not mandatory because it is only crucial to get information in our standardized data interoperability format as JSON data but in the latter, Rails is used instead of React in UI to save the data permanently which is most advantageous and desirable in our case.

3.3 Dashboard

Since our dashboard falls in the category of web-browser based applications, Fig. 4, it is displayed on a web page that is linked to our collector which at-a-glance provides the instance of a data set. This link between the dashboard and collector allows data to be constantly updated. It allows the user to view Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and other critical data without delving into the semantics of the source system that manages the detailed data.
4. PROGRAMMING DESIGN

This section gives an insight on the programming design of the project by giving an overview of the languages used, their components and purpose, and logical centers.

Ruby on rails is used to design the collector as discussed in section 3.2. This dynamic and open source programming language f ocuses on two key features - simplicity and productivity. The naturally read and easily written syntax makes it an extremely productive web application framework along with rails. It includes everything needed to create a database-driven web application using the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern. The MVC principle divides the work of an application into three separate but closely cooperative subsystems- Model (ActiveRecord), View (ActionView) and Controller (ActionController). The Controller facilitates querying the models for peculiar data from sensors on one side while systemizing that data into our standardized form that ts the requirement of a given view on the other, all within the application that is directing the traffic. The following piece of code is an example of a JSON le in our Standardized format.

Listing 1: A JSON le in our Standardized Format

```
structure: {
    item: {
        value: 70,
        critical_min: 10,
        critical_max: 80,
        warning_min: 15,
        warning_max: 75,
        unit: "Celsius"
    },
}
```

For creating our interactive UI, we have used a JavaScript library React. We have simple views for each state in our application, and React is efficient updating and rendering just the precise components when our data modi es in collector. Its declarative view and Component-Based build makes the code more predictable, manages their own state and then compose them to UI. To make our application behave consistently and run in different environments, we have used Redux which is a predictable state container for JavaScript apps.

As shown in Fig. 3, the dashboard can access data in two different ways. Possibility A is when dashboard and collector are in the same domain, and collector downloads the data from multiple sources and provide the result as an API. Possibility B is when dashboard and collector are on different domains, then dashboard accesses the data from multiple sources provided each source supports Access-Control-Allow-Origin header. Axios is a Promise-based HTTP client for JavaScript which is used in the application to intercept request and response. It automati-cally transforms for JSON data.

The following piece of code is an instance representation of Axios performing a GET
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5. CONCLUSION
Monito allows users with little programming expertise to carry-out data analysis in real-time. It makes performance monitoring easy to implement and allows disparate discovery within classification data. Hence, we are expecting expeditious application in context of development. It reduces the collection-analysis as well as analysis-reporting time by systematizing the process of generating KPIs for domain specific datasets. The model we are employing is covering many elements of the process starting with the standardization of collected data from variety of sources and its display, the system users and their role, access privileges and grants of each user, information and content of each page view and the navigation process through these views. Since all the necessary code for sequential organisation of the dashboard is automatically generated by our application, it removes the task of wearisome programming and reduces the delivery time of the solutions to appreciable extent. Moreover, it is much easier to make amendments to the design of the dashboard as the changes are only needed to be made in higher level models which in turn, are automatic.

6. FUTURE WORK
There are many opportunities for extending the scope of this application that remain. This section presents some of these directions:
- Extending and developing of Dashboard Interoperability Standard.
- Data exchange optimization (JSON output).
- Adding Graphics and Timeline data items.
- Improving Dashboard Framework.
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